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Introduction
Imagine you are the CEO of Tesco.  You are tasked with raising revenue by 20%.  How would you go about this? 

 Whilst marketing generally focuses on on driving more traffic to a website or physical store, typically marketeers

often neglect to look at getting more out of existing traffic and leads.  This is something Walmart did very

effectively 2013 by looking how they could squeeze more out of every transaction as well as lowering their

customer acquisition cost (marketing cost to obtain a client).

 

This is where Conversion Rate Optimisation comes in.

 

What is Conversion Rate Optimisation
 

Conversion rate optimisation is the percentage of visitors who complete a desired action (eg convert into a buyer).  

 

How is Conversion rate optimisation calculated?
 

Conversion rate = Number of Goals Achieved

                Visitors

 

The process of conversion rate optimisation allows you to boost your numbers of qualified leads and increase your

revenue, lower your current marketing acquisition cost in both time and money, and in turn grow your revenue.

 



Conversion Rate Optimisation is both an art and a science.  You need patience and to really understand your

numbers.  Lets walk you through an example so you can understand why CRO is so important.

 

You notice that one page of your website is getting large amounts of traffic but the traffic is not converting into

customers or sales.  The majority of this traffic is coming from viewing your website on a mobile phone. 

 Unfortunately on inspection you noticed that the page was not optimised for mobile and it had large loading

times, two gigantic revenue killers.

 

According to your stats you get 1000 visits to this page every day.

Assuming 5% of people end up buying something that would relate to 50 sales a day

Average cost of a sale was £100

 

Before Optimisation                                          After Optimisation achieving 20% Growth
Visits 1000                                                               Visits 1000

5% Conversion                                                       25% Conversion (up 20%)

50 sales                                                                     60 sales

Average cost of product / service £100      Average cost of product / service £100

£36,500 yearly yield                                            £43,800

 

Now imagine we have increased your average revenue per purchase, and applied this to every product or service

on your website.  Now stop imagining and work your way through the following pages to make this your reality. 

 Caa- ching!

Example



Step 1
Understanding the fundamentals

of CRO 



Lets get Stuck in

Don't make assumptions

Data, data, data - this is all you should rely on when

making any decisions.  No matter what your gut

instinct is, check it with the data. All decisions you

make or change should be trackable and measurable 

CRO is about improving the way a customer browses

your website.  It is not a magic bullet.  CRO is

something that continuously evolves as you improve

customer experience on your product or service

CRO is not a magic bullet

One size doesn't fit all

Whilst there are lots of tips and tricks out there to

improve conversions they are often generic and won't

suit your business.  Use your own data and insights to

make your decisions



Step 1
Identifying areas to be looked at requires different teams of professionals.  These can be from within

your organisation or professionals brought in.

Social Manager
In charge of tracking data from Social

Media to website and monitoring sales

funnels from end to end process

Data Analysis
Person in charge of monitoring website

data, user journeys and marketing 

Website Developer
In charge of making changes where

issues are identified, creating web pages

for A/B tests using optimisation code

Graphic Designer 
Branding

UX designer in charge of creating pages

that will focus on increasing conversions. 

Copywriter
Will create copy that addresses, SEO,

customer anxiety, and clearly identify your

unique selling points.

https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/social-media-marketing/
https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/competitor-data-analysis/
https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/website-design-2/
https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/branding/
https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/content-marketing-copywriting/


Ensure Google analytics is in place

Ensure Google console is in place

Set up a way to ensure you can test every metric eg social media posts

to website may require link shortners to track them

Add a heatmap and scroll map to your website  - we would

recommend either Hotjar or Crazy Egg

Google Analytics - FREE

Kissmetrics

Mixpanel

Adobe Analytics

To Do List
 

You want to ensure you can understand the journey that clients will take

to or on your website.  To do this will you require ways in which to be able

to 

 

 

 

There are many web analytic tools that can help you track and trace but

google analytics is a good way to start.

 

https://www.hotjar.com/?utm_campaign=HJ-UK-Branded&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&ads_adid=71372179111&ads_targetid=kwd-301757736238&utm_term=hotjar&keyword=hotjar&matchtype=e&geo=9045581&ads_creative=430805679772&ads_network=g&device=c&adpos=&gclid=CjwKCAjwwMn1BRAUEiwAZ_jnEoPlBhu21hKRJtpui0oNUBkhkqvC0HYkVCgU-jjYLEdgKLaejG5-AxoCB1cQAvD_BwE
https://www.crazyegg.com/
https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/
https://www.kissmetricshq.com/
https://mixpanel.com/pricing/
https://www.adobe.com/uk/analytics/adobe-analytics.html


Step 2
How to build a sales funnel



Understanding how to build sales

funnels
A sales funnel is the step that a potential customer will make

before becoming one.  Understanding the way your customer

reacts will allow us to understand what optimisation is

required at each step.The first step, is to take a product or

service you offer and think about the message.  Below are

some key stages on what a client is looking for.  Remember

good competitor research is required here.  If you don't stand

out from the herd how can you compete? 

What are you offering

Why should they care?

Remember: Your potential client does not care

about you.  They care about what they get when

using your product or service.  

What proof can you offer?

How can you relay their fears?



Conversion Funnel
 Subscribers

Leads

Qualified

Customer

Awareness

Consideration

Decision

Offer

Information

Free Trial

Free Trial

Here is an example of a conversion funnel.  This should have actions tied to each stage



What resources can be

utilised to prove to a client

you understand their need

and build trust.  Eg.

Downloads

Articles

Example

Discovery

Conversion Steps a prospect takes in becoming a  Customer

Engagement

How will the

prospect learn

about you? eg.

PPC

LinkedIn Marketing

Social Media

Marketing

Connect

Prospect given

ways in which to

connect. eg

Follow on Social

Media

Sign up to Free trial

 

Sale

After finding value

in the offer given at

the connect stage in

the funnel, they

become a paying

customer

What part of the funnel is failing or working well

What the landing page requirements will be

What part of the funnel requires further

optimisation 

Remember it is important when deciding upon the

steps that prospects will enter the funnel at different

stages and will convert at different times.  However,

understanding the prospects journey will ensure that

the key stages are optimised.  This will allow you to

check 

1.

2.

3.



Example
Funnel Stage Customer Mindset Customer Action Sucess Metric

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

TOP OF FUNNEL

TOP TO MID OF FUNNEL

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

MID LOWER FUNNEL

BOTTOM OF FUNNEL

What do you do?

Why should I care?

Why should I believe you

Where do we begin?

Discovering your brand

Conducting their own research

Collecting information 

Conducting in-depth research

Cost analysis

Competitor research

Requesting more details

Phone call 

Product demo / Free trial

Purchase

Sign Up

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

Unique Page Visits

Pages per visit

Bounce rate

Time Spent

Social Media Shares

Downloads

Returning visitor rate

Pages per visit

Time on Site

Bounce Rate

Completed Lead

forms

Calls

Take up on offer

Average order Value

No of transactions

No of purchases

Lifetime value of client



After you have decided on your offer

and mapped out your conversion

funnel you will need to understand

how you will track and trace each

step of the funnel and what your

success metric will be.  The chart

below will help you align your

conversion goals with different

stages in the funnel



_____________________________________________________________________

Funnel Stage Ecommerce Other Your Business

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

TOP OF FUNNEL

TOP TO MID OF FUNNEL

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

MID LOWER FUNNEL

Email Marketing Click through rate

Social media shares

Clicks from ads and other channels

Return visits to website

Number of pages viewed

Reading product reviews

Offers

Promotions

Wishlist

Customer service enquries

Click through Rate

Subscriptions 

Downloads

Sign up to newsletter blog

Requesting more details

Phone call 

Product demo / Free trial

Purchase

Sign Up

Unique Page Visits

Pages per visit

Bounce rate

Time Spent

Social Media Shares

Downloads

Returning visitor rate

Pages per visit

Time on Site

Bounce Rate

Completed Lead

forms

Calls

Take up on offer

Average order Value

No of transactions

No of purchases

Lifetime value of client

Bottom

First time purchase

Repeat Purchase

Visits to pricing page

Downloads on ebooks case studies

Number of pages viewed

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 



Process Milestones - Steps taken towards a macro conversion eg viewing a video, adding an item to a wishlist,

downloading a white paper.

Secondary Actions - These may not lead directly to conversions but indicate interest and engagement

A prospect may arrive at your funnel in different places and with different criteria of what they are trying to achieve.  Some

may be looking to educate themselves, others may be ready to buy.  The fact that users are at different stages means you

need to track and optimise for every step of the funnel process.  It may seem that only macro conversions matter but micro

conversions matter as they are baby steps when visitors start to know you and your brand and can eventually lead to them

becoming a customer.

 

It is important to remember what the outcome you are trying to achieve is.  This could be more free trials to tempt them into

buying, increased revenue per visitor.

 

This is where Macro and and Micro Conversions enter
 

Macro conversions - This is the main objective for the business in question.  For a retailer it would be a sales for other

businessess such it maybe a quote, demo or solid lead.

 

Micro Conversions - These are secondary actions and can be split into two categories

 

 

Micro and Macro Conversions



Step 3
Know your Audience



Google Analtyics

Heat and Scroll Maps

Now that we know what it is our visitors need to do, we need to figure out what they are actually doing on our

website.  

 

For each desired actions you want them to take (stated in step 1) you now need to look at the objectives for each

page and work out what they are actually doing.  To do this you will require access to 

 

1.

2.

 

I want you to detail what they are actually doing instead.  Are they clicking away, going to a different page, missing

a call to action or something else entirely?

 

Your visitors aren't choosing the action you want for them because they don't believe it is the best action for them to

take or they have not understood what action it is you want them to take.

 

 

 

Step 3

 



Google Analytics
Free tools such as google analytics let you understand how visitors get to your website, it will analyise how they are

using your website.  Understanding this data is important as it gives us a bench mark on see if there is an

improvement.  Helps us understand what on each page we need to change.  Understanding where your traffic

orginates from helps you create content for that platform which is optimised for their needs.

 

Once you understand where you are and what might not be working for your clients you can look for low hanging

fruit to encourage them to take action.

 

Competitor Analysis
It is also important to understand how you stack up against your competitors.  What incentives are they offering?

What is their copy, sales funnels.  Understanding how you stack up will allow you to become a more attractive

prospect than them.  This will allow the micro conversions to increase. See here or more information 

 

Evaluate your current content and assets
Don't just publish content and let it sit around forever.  It needs to be refreshed or repurposed or removed

completely if it is no longer relevant. See landing page audit here for more information.

 

 

 

https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/competitor-data-analysis/%20f
https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/website-design-2/#open-checklist


1

2

3

4

5

Edit it to make it consise, answer any objectives and give them a

reason to take action. Use colloquial language as it will help them

filer the information you are trying to convey

Website  Copy

Move them higher up, give a better incentive to take action, limited

time offer to create a sense of urgency

Adjust  CTA  -  Call  to  Action

Eliminating concerns will increase macro conversions.  Be very

specific, show references, ratings, awards, be specific about the

problem your product solves. Draw comparisons to your competitors

Wipe  out  any  concerns  they  may  have

Is the offer good enough.  Check out what your competitors are

offering to engage with their brand.  

Boost  the  incentive

Implement trust signals this could form a number things from

testimonials, logos etc

Improve  Trust

Low

Hanging

Fruit
CRO is an on going

process, however it is

important to first evaulate

the errors you have made

on your original pages and

look for low hanging fruit

in which to entice people

to take action.  Things you

can try :

https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/content-marketing-copywriting/


Step 4
Split Testing

A/B Testing



Sessions

Users

Returning Visitors

Referral traffic / organic / paid/ social traffic

Average monthly enquiries / actions

Average time on page

Bounce Rates

Location

What is Split Testing?
 

Think of split testing as conducting a scientific study.  You want to first split your traffic

into two groups.  Group A gets to see one version and Group B gets to see another.   

 

It is important to note that 1 in every 7 split tests will fail but this will reduce with

experienced CRO practioners.

 

The first step is to get familiar with your analytics tools.  Note down before you start any

optimisation what the page is currently doing. You should track for each device eg tablet,

mobile laptop the following stats:

 

 

A
B



A
B

Headlines

Colours

Buttons

Web design

Copy 

Call to action

Font sizes etc

 

Your conversion rate is the quickest way of increasing your profits .
 

The simplest way to do this is if you split your traffic into two groups an example of

this is split your traffic into two groups A and B.  Group A gets to see one version

Group B the other.  We would recommend ensuring you have heat and scroll maps

on these pages so you can see how they are using these pages.  You send half your

traffic to one page and half to another.  You then monitor these pages to see how

they perform.  If after 1 week there is no improvement you make another change by

checking your data.

 

The trick to this is to only change one thing at a time.  Otherwise you won't
understand what has improved your conversions.
 

Here you can test 



Creating Sales Funnels in Google Analytics
These sales funnels can be set up google analytics.  This will automate the process for you having to do it manually and

will allow you to see how many people are achieving the page's main purpose.

 

The questions you want to be able to answer is 

What are your visitors doing

Where are visitors dropping out of your sales funnel

 

By setting up event tracking using google tag manager you can segment your audience and see how different features

on each page influence behavior.

 

An example of this could be that when prospects are presented with a limited time offer they are more likely to convert. 

 This will allow you to concentrate to your efforts on features your audience like to increase conversions.

 

 



How to Monitor  Your Sales funnels
For this we want to monitor not just one page but the entire journey of your sales funnel as outlined in  step 1. 

eg. below details a email campaign.  This could be a social media post (which should have a trackable link to track click

through rates). Again part of this sales funnel can be set up in goals.  This will allow us to find the conversion rates for

both micro and macro conversions

Step 1

100 emails sent

(open rate 75)

Click through rate 50

Step 2

50 Prospects arrive

2 watch a video 

1 downloads a white paper 

(micro conversion)

 

Step 3

3 sign ups / purchases

Macro Conversions



Step 5
Why are they doing that?



User behaviour

Heatmaps 

Visitor Recordings

Scroll maps 

Form analysis

Visitor feedback forms / Surveys

Whilst analytics will identify where the problem lies, what it wil

not tell you is why users are taking the action they are.  

 

For this we need to look a qualitative research and to do this we

need to employ tools like 

 

 



Heatmaps show a graphic

representation on the most

clicked elements of your

website.  They can identify if

people have clicked on your call

to actions or clicking areas on

the page that you would not

expect.  This will allow you to

identify the areas that are

getting the most attention

Scroll Map details the

percentage of visitors view the

whole of a page of your website.  

Eg. 25% of visitors saw your call

to action or only 10% read the

whole page.  This can be very

helpful if you have hidden

elements eg popups, dropdown

menus etc.

Element list allows you to see

what traffic  clicked where.  Eg

traffic from google all clicked

call to action, all traffic from

Facebook downloaded your

white paper.  This information

will allow you to see if

information is being lost below

the fold and how best to

optimise for different types of

traffic

Heatmaps
Heatmaps Scroll Map

Element List



Visitor recordings show how

visitors are using your website

in real time.  It will allow you to

learn more about their behavior.  

Sometimes clients may take a

different journey to the one you

were expecting.  If this is the

case time and time again it

would indicate the page

needed to be altered to ensure

they take the right journey

Form Analysis lets you

understand what parts of the

form are causing issues for your

visitors.  After you have

identified which parts of a form

are pain points for your clients it

will allow you to make

alterations to increase

completions.

Pop up Customer Survey

Feedback button on your

website

Offer an incentive

Live Chat

Email questionaire 

User feedback is one the most

invaluable insights into your

business. It stops the guesswork

and helps with getting down to

facts of what might be missing,

what is working and how they

found the experience on the

website.  

 

Ways to collect feedback

include

Visitor Recordings
Visitor Recordings Form Analysis

Website Surveys



Step 6
Making a change for the better

with Data Backed Observations



Have an Opinion 

What you think is wrong

What change you think you need to make based on the research you have done

What effect you think this will have eg. the goal you want to achieve

The rational behind why you think you should make that change.

Creating a hypotheses is an essential part of running an experiment.  A hypothesis explains the following

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

 

Here is an example

 

"I believe __(Variable)__ will result in __(Result)__ because __(Rational)__"

 

The Variable
A website element that can be modified, added or taken away to produce the desired outcome

 

Result
The result that is expected eg more email sign ups, clicks on call to actions 

 

Rational 
Demonstrates you done your research before making the hypothesis.

 

 

 



Where conversions rates give the biggest ROI.

Highest bounce rates

Lowest conversion rates

 

Based on this you will make changes to your page.  There will be two variation of this page and you will be monitoring

to see which page performs the goal better.  Whilst there is no guarantee of a winning test, the objective here is to learn

more about  your audience.  The more you do the more you will learn.  Running an experiment without a hypothesis is

like starting a journey before you know where you are going.

 

What do I test first?
Often there are a number of tests that should be run in each organisation.  So which one do we run first and why?  We

would recommend looking at areas of your business 

 

1.

2.

3.

 



 

How long do I need to run a test for

Deciding how long to run a test for is tricky and most marketeers finish tests too early thinking that they know the

answer.  

 

When you run a test, visitors are constantly arriving at the website and conversion rates will change during this period. 

 For the sake of simplicity we would recommend you choose one of the following ways.  This makes it hard to know if a

test is working or for how long we should wait to see if it has been successful. 

 

As a basic rule you should run a test for a minimum of 7 days to see if you have any statistical significance of change. 

 

If you are still unsure of how long to run a test for Optimizely has an easy calculator you can use to help determine the

sample size and its duration.

https://www.optimizely.com/sample-size-calculator/


Mistakes to avoid when running AB Tests

Once you have designed your pages only alter one thing at one time or

you will not know what was working.  Testing one variable at a time

helps you understand what worked and what didn't

A negative result is not a failure as you will have learnt more about your

audience

Always be testing.  Your results from one test should lead to another and

another.  Never stop or you will get stagnant conversions rates.

Only run tests for one hypothesis not for a whole marketing sales funnel 

Don't run to many tests at one time

Having the wrong hypothesis 

Comparing different time frames

Not running tests long enough

Working with the wrong traffic (this can be corrected through SEO and

Marketing analysis

Measuring inaccurately. 

Here are a few key mistakes to watch out for.

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Need Help with

CRO?

Get in touch

https://www.pinkelephantmedia.co.uk/contact/

